
JavaScript (Part 2)
ITS30605 Web Programming

Lecture 6



This lecture covers the following:
• JavaScript Data Types
• Conditional Statements
• Selection Statements

• if-else Statements
• switch Statement

• Loop Structures
• for Loop
• while Loop
• do-while Loop
• for/in Loop
• for/of Loop
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• Classification of data which tells the compiler or interpreter how the programmer 
intends to use
• Provides a set of values from which an expression (i.e., variable, function, etc.) 

may take its values
• The type defines the operations that can be done on the data, the meaning of the 

data, and the way values of that type can be stored

Data Types
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JavaScript is a loosely typed or a dynamic language; there's no need to declare the 
type of a variable ahead of time.
• The variable's data type will be automatically determined when the program is 

being processed.
• JavaScript has dynamic types – same variable can be used to hold different data 

types.

Data Types
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// Example:
let var_1 = 42; // var_1 is now a number

var_1 = 'bar'; // var_1 is now a string

var_1 = true; // var_1 is now a Boolean value



Data types defined by the ECMAScript standard include:
• Boolean values
• Numbers
• Strings
• Undefined
• Object
• Null

Data Types
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Boolean values represent a logical entity and can have one of two values: true or 
false

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Boolean Values
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let x = 5;
let y = 5;
let z = 6;
(x == y); // returns true
(x == z); // returns false



• Only one number type; can be written with or without decimal point notation

• Extra large or extra small numbers can be written in scientific (exponential) 
notation:

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Numbers
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/* written with decimal point notation */
let x = 34.00;

/* written without decimal point notation */
let y = 34;

let a = 123e5 // 123 * 105 or 12300000
let b = 123e-5 // 123 * 10-5 or 0.00123



• A string (or text string) is a series of characters. e.g., "John Doe"
• Strings are written in quotation marks (single or double are fine, programmers 

have their preferences)

• Can use quotes inside a string, so long as they do not match the quotes 
surrounding the string.

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Strings
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let str1 = 'I iz smart'; // using single quotes
let str2 = "Me iz kool"; // using double quotes

let str1 = "It's alright"; // single quote inside double quotes
let str2 = "He's called 'Merrick'"; // single quotes inside double quotes
let str3 = 'He is called "Merrick"'; // double quotes inside single quotes



• There are some reserved single character escape sequences for use in strings:

• Example:

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Strings – Special Characters
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Code Output

\' Inserts a Single Quote

\" Inserts a Double Quote

\\ Inserts a Backslash

\n Line feed (new line)

\t Horizontal tab

let str = "His name is \"John\".";



JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Strings – Special Characters
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/**
* If you want to put in the same
* quotation marks, put them as
* appropriate single character escape
* sequences.
*/

let str1 =
'He\'s not old enough to drive.';
// He's not old enough to drive.

let str2 = "This is \"QWERTY\".";
// This is "QWERTY".

/* These will give an error: */
let err1 = 'It's alright.';
let err2 = "My name is "Joseph".";

/**
* Single character escape sequences are
* not necessary here, but they still
* work fine.
*/

let str3 = 'My name is \"Joseph\".';
// My name is "Joseph".

let str4 = "It\'s alright.";
// It's alright.



JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Strings
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<h2>JavaScript Strings</h2>

<p>The escape sequence \\ inserts a backslash in a string.</p>
<p>The escape sequence \' inserts a single quote in a string.</p>
<p>The escape sequence \" inserts a double quote in a string.</p>

<p id="demo1"></p>
<p id="demo2"></p>
<p id="demo3"></p>

<script>
let x = "This character \\ is called a backslash.";
document.getElementById("demo1").innerHTML = x;

let y = 'It\'s not alright.';
document.getElementById("demo2").innerHTML = y;

let z = "We are the so-called \"Explorers\" from the north.";
document.getElementById("demo3").innerHTML = z;
</script>

js-strings.html (Contents inside <body> section)



JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Strings
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<h2>JavaScript Strings</h2>

<p>The escape sequence \\ inserts a backslash in a string.</p>
<p>The escape sequence \' inserts a single quote in a string.</p>
<p>The escape sequence \" inserts a double quote in a string.</p>

<p id="demo1"></p>
<p id="demo2"></p>
<p id="demo3"></p>

<script>
let x = "This character \\ is called a backslash.";
document.getElementById("demo1").innerHTML = x;

let y = 'It\'s not alright.';
document.getElementById("demo2").innerHTML = y;

let z = "We are the so-called \"Explorers\" from the north.";
document.getElementById("demo3").innerHTML = z;
</script>

js-strings.html (Contents inside <body> section)



A variable without a value has the value undefined.
• Type is also undefined.

• Variables declared with const cannot be undefined.

• Any non-constant variable can be emptied by setting the value to undefined. The 
type will also be undefined.

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Undefined
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let bookTitle; // value is undefined, type is undefined

const bookTitle; // error

bookTitle = undefined; // value is undefined, type is undefined



JavaScript objects are written in blocks (contents are surrounded by curly braces).
• Object properties are written as name-value pairs, separated by commas.

• An object can comprise of variables or functions (often referred to as methods).
• To access an object's properties, place the object name, followed by a period 

symbol and property name.

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Objects
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let person = {f_name: "Paul", l_name: "Dobbs", age: 50, color: "blue"};

console.log(`Name: ${person.f_name} ${person.l_name}`);
console.log("Age: " + person.age);
console.log("Favorite Color: " + person.color);



JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Objects
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<script>
// Create an object:
const student = {

f_name: "Xavier",
l_name: "Dobbs",
level: "Foundation",
age: 18

};

// Display some data from the student object:
console.log(student); // prints out object
console.log(`Student's Full Name: ${student.f_name} ${student.l_name}`); // prints student's
name

// Calculate student's birth year
const birth_year = new Date().getFullYear() - student.age;
console.log("Student's Birth Year: " + birth_year);
</script>

js-objects.html (Contents inside <body> section)



JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Objects
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<script>
// Create an object:
const student = {

f_name: "Xavier",
l_name: "Dobbs",
level: "Foundation",
age: 18

};

// Display some data from the student object:
console.log(student); // prints out object
console.log(`Student's Full Name: ${student.f_name} ${student.l_name}`); // prints student's
name

// Calculate student's birth year
const birth_year = new Date().getFullYear() - student.age;
console.log("Student's Birth Year: " + birth_year);
</script>

js-objects.html (Contents inside <body> section)



• Represents the international absence of any object value
• Has exactly 1 value: null
• Can empty an object by setting it to null:

JAVASCRIPT DATA TYPES

Null
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let obj = {
fName: "Paul",
lName: "Dobbs",
age: 50,
color: "blue"

};

obj = null; // now the value is null, but the type is still an object

/* NOTE: data type of null is an object; null == {} */



Arrays are used to store multiple values in a single variable.
• Arrays are written with square brackets and array items are separated by 

commas: 

• Array indexes are zero-based, which means the first item is [0], second is [1], 
and so on.
• To access items in an array,

JavaScript Arrays
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let names = ["John", "Mary", "Michael"];

let str = names[0]; // str = "John"
names[0] = "Eric"; // re-assign value "Eric" to first item in names array



JavaScript Arrays
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<script>
// Create an array:
let students = ["Brandon", "Mike", "John"];
console.log(students);

// Add a new student at the end of the array:
students.push("Carter");
console.log(students);
console.log("Second student in array: " + students[1]);
console.log("Length of students array: " + students.length);

// Remove first student in the array:
const popped_student = students.shift();
console.log(students);
console.log("Student popped from array: " + popped_student);
console.log("Second student in array: " + students[1]);
console.log("Length of students array: " + students.length);

// use the "length" property to obtain array size
</script>

js-arrays.html (Contents inside <body> section)



JavaScript Array Methods
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JavaScript Array Methods Description

concat() Joins two or more arrays, and returns a copy of the joined arrays

includes() Check if an array contains the specified element

indexOf() Search the array for an element and returns its position

pop() Removes the last element of an array, and returns that element

push() Adds new elements to the end of an array, and returns the new length

shift() Removes the first element of an array, and returns that element

unshift() Adds new elements to the beginning of an array, and returns the new length

valueOf() Returns the primitive value of an array

NOTE
More on JavaScript Array Methods here
https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_array.asp



The typeof operator is used to find a 
JavaScript variable's data type.
• returns the type of variable or an 

expression

The typeof operator returns "object" 
for both arrays and null.

The typeof Operator
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let str = "Star 360";
typeof(str); // returns "string"

let x = 360;
typeof(x); // returns "number"

let answer = true;
typeof(answer); // returns "boolean"

let obj1 = {name: 'John', age: 34};
typeof(obj1); // returns "object"

let names = ["John", "Mary", "Michael"];
typeof(names); // returns "object"

let obj2 = {
fName: 'Jack',
lName: 'Lennon',
age: 27,
color: 'orange'

};
obj2 = null;
typeof(obj2); // returns "object"



Data Types (Example)
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<script>
let x = 5, y = "5", z;

console.log("typeof x is " + typeof x);
console.log("typeof y is " + typeof y);
console.log("typeof z is " + typeof z);

let transports = ["car", "bike", "train"];
console.log("typeof transports is " + typeof transports);
console.log("typeof transports[2] is " + typeof transports[2]);
console.log("typeof transports[3] is " + typeof transports[3]);
</script>

js-data-types.html (Contents inside <body> section)



Conditional statements are used to perform different actions based on different 
conditions.

Types of conditional statements include:
• if statement
• if...else statement
• if...else if...else statement
• switch statement

Conditional Statements
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• Use the if statement to execute a code block only if a specified condition is true.
• Syntax:

• Note that if is written in lowercase letters. Using uppercase letters (IF) will 
generate a JavaScript error!

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

if Statement
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if (condition) {
/* code to be executed if condition is true */

}



• Use the if...else statement to execute a code block if the condition is true 
and another code block otherwise.
• Syntax:

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

if...else Statement
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if (condition) {
/* code to be executed if condition is true */

} else {
/* code to be executed if condition is not true */

}



• Use the if...else if...else statement to select one of many code 
blocks to be executed.
• Syntax:

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

if...else if...else Statement
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if (condition_1) {
/* code to be executed if condition_1 is true */

} else if (condition_2) {
/* code to be executed if condition_2 is true */

} else if (condition_3) {
/* code to be executed if condition_3 is true */

}
⋮

else {
// code to be executed if none of the above
// conditions are true

}



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

if-else Statement
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<script>
let counter = 0;
function count() {

counter++;
document.querySelector("h1").innerHTML = counter;

if (counter > 10) {
alert(`Counted more than 10 times: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "red";

} else if (counter > 5) {
alert(`Counted more than 5 times: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "yellowgreen";

} else {
alert(`Counter at: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "violet";

}
}
</script>

js-counter.html (<script> element contents only)

Let's modify the if statement from the counter 
program in the last lecture to include more conditions 
to check for with else-if and else statements. Make it 
such that it only shows different alert box messages 
and changes the color of the h1 element for different 
value ranges.



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

if-else Statement
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<script>
let counter = 0;
function count() {

counter++;
document.querySelector("h1").innerHTML = counter;

if (counter > 10) {
alert(`Counted more than 10 times: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "red";

} else if (counter > 5) {
alert(`Counted more than 5 times: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "yellowgreen";

} else {
alert(`Counter at: ${counter}`);
document.querySelector("h1").style.color = "violet";

}
}
</script>

js-counter.html (<script> element contents only)

Let's modify the if statement from the counter 
program in the last lecture to include more conditions 
to check for with else-if and else statements. Make it 
such that it only shows different alert box messages 
and changes the color of the h1 element for different 
value ranges.



• Use the switch statement to select one of many blocks of code to be executed.
• Syntax:

CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

switch Statement
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switch (n) {
case 1:
/* code to be executed if case 1 is met (n == 1) */
break; // without this, the code block(s) below will be executed until a

// break point is reached

case 2:
/* code to be executed if case 2 is met (n == 2) */
break;

⋮

default:
/* code to be executed if no cases are met (n is not any of the above cases */

}



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

switch Statement
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<input type="text" id="fruit"
placeholder="Enter fruit" />
<button onclick="fruitColor();">
Get Fruit Color
</button>

<script>
function fruitColor() {
let fruit =
document.querySelector("#fruit").value;

fruit = fruit.toLowerCase();

switch (fruit) {
case "apple":
alert("Red");
break;

js-switch.html (Contents inside <body> section)

case "lemon":
alert("Yellow");
break;

case "tangerine":
alert("Orange");
break;

case "grapes":
alert("Purple");
break;

default:
alert("Not sure");

}
}
</script>



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

switch Statement
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<input type="text" id="fruit"
placeholder="Enter fruit" />
<button onclick="fruitColor();">
Get Fruit Color
</button>

<script>
function fruitColor() {
let fruit =
document.querySelector("#fruit").value;

fruit = fruit.toLowerCase();

switch (fruit) {
case "apple":
alert("Red");
break;

js-switch.html (Contents inside <body> section)

case "lemon":
alert("Yellow");
break;

case "tangerine":
alert("Orange");
break;

case "grapes":
alert("Purple");
break;

default:
alert("Not sure");

}
}
</script>



Loop structures are used to run several statements in succession, usually within a 
set limit.

Types of loop structures include:
• while loop
• do-while loop
• for loop
• for/in loop
• for/of loop

Loop Structures
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The while loop loops through a block of code while a specified condition is true.
• Syntax:

LOOP STRUCTURES

while Loop
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while (condition) {
/* code to be executed here */

}



LOOP STRUCTURES

while Loop
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<script>
let x = 5;

while (x < 15) {
console.log(`while Loop now at: ${x}`);
x++;

}
</script>

js-while-loop.html (<script> element contents only)



The do...while is a variant of the while loop.
• This loop will execute the block of code ONCE, and then it will repeat the loop as 

long as the specified condition is true.
• Syntax:

LOOP STRUCTURES

do-while Loop
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do {
/* code to be executed here */

}
while (condition);



LOOP STRUCTURES

do-while Loop
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<script>
let x = 5;

do {
console.log(`while Loop now at: ${x}`);
x++;

} while (x < 15);
</script>

js-do-while-loop.html (<script> element contents only)



LOOP STRUCTURES

while vs. do-while Loops
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<script>
let x = 15;

while (x < 15) {
console.log(
`while Loop now at: ${x}`);

x++;
}

</script>

js-while-loop2.html (<script> element contents only)

<script>
let x = 15;

do {
console.log(
`do-while Loop now at: ${x}`);

x++;
} while (x < 15);

</script>

js-do-while-loop2.html (<script> element contents only)

Are there any differences between the two loop structures?



LOOP STRUCTURES

while vs. do-while Loops
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<script>
let x = 15;

while (x < 15) {
console.log(
`while Loop now at: ${x}`);

x++;
}

</script>

js-while-loop2.html (<script> element contents only)

<script>
let x = 15;

do {
console.log(
`do-while Loop now at: ${x}`);

x++;
} while (x < 15);

</script>

js-do-while-loop2.html (<script> element contents only)

Are there any differences between the two loop structures?



The for loop is used when you know in advance how many times the script should 
run.
• Syntax:

Key:
• init: Initial condition, usually initialization of counter variables
• condition: Boolean expression that must be true for the loop to continue
• update: Usually specifies how the counter variable changes after each time code 

block is executed

LOOP STRUCTURES

for Loop
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for (init; condition; update) {
/* code to be executed here */

}



LOOP STRUCTURES

for Loop
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<script>
for (let x = 5; x < 15; x++) {

console.log(`for Loop now at: ${x}`);
}
</script>

js-for-loop.html (<script> element contents only)



LOOP STRUCTURES

for/in Loop
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<script>
// The for/in loop can be used to iterate over object
// properties.

// NOTE: object properties are key-value pairs
// e.g., "f_name" is the key to the value "Duchess"
const person = { f_name: "Duchess", l_name: "Sophia",
age: 18 };

let txt = "";
for (let x in person) {

// x retrieves the key value
txt += person[x] + " ";

}

console.log(txt);
</script>

js-for-in-loop.html (<script> element contents only)



The for/of statement loops through the values of iterable objects.
• for/of lets you loop over data structures that are iterable such as Arrays, 

Strings, Maps, NodeLists, and more.
• Syntax:

• Key:
• variable: for every iteration, the value of the next property is assigned to the variable
• iterable: an object that has iterable properties

LOOP STRUCTURES

for/of Loop

42

for (variable of iterable) {
/* code to be executed here */

}

NOTE
NodeLists can be seen as JavaScript objects you would 
typically see when looking at all the accessible properties or 
methods pertaining to all kinds of HTML elements.



LOOP STRUCTURES

for/of Loop
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<script>
// for/of loops can be used to iterate over arrays.

const children = ["Hubert", "Dewey", "Llewellyn",
"Phooey", "Webbigail"];

for (let d of children)
console.log(d);

</script>

js-for-of-loop.html (<script> element contents only)



LOOP STRUCTURES

for/of Loop
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<script>
// for/of loops can be used to iterate over
// strings too.

const word = "sesquipedalian";

for (let letter of word)
console.log(letter);

</script>

js-for-of-string.html (<script> element contents only)



continue
• will break the current loop and continue with the next iteration

break
• will exit the loop without completing the current iteration if unfinished

The continue and break Statements
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The continue and break 
Statements
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<script>
for (let i = 0; i <= 5; i++) {

if (i == 3)
continue;

console.log(`for Loop now at ${i}`);
}

let x = 5;
while (x <= 10) {

if (x == 7)
break;

console.log(`while Loop now at ${x}`);
x++;

}
</script>

js-continue-break.html (<script> element contents only)
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